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The Crown Jewel of Divinity:
Examining How A Coronation Crown Transforms The Virgin into The Queen
By: Sara Sims Wilbanks
Inspired by Italian, religious images from the 15th and 16th centuries of the
Coronation of the Virgin, this thesis will attempt to dissect the numerous depictions of
crowns amongst the perspectives of formal analysis, iconography, and theology in order
to deduce how this piece of jewelry impacts the religious status of the Virgin Mary. By
utilizing specific images as examples, the paper will be heavily weighted in visual
evidence to support my speculative investigations. It is my aim to examine the relation, if
at all, between the physical value of crowns and their symbolic meaning in fine art to
distinguish divinity. Icons serve as I hope by exploring different points of view, I will be
able to come to a well-defined and comprehensive study of a crown as an object of both
physical and symbolic ornamentation.
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Introduction
Crown: an object of distinction worn on the head to epitomize power, prowess,
and nobility; typically made of precious materials including metals, gems, or fabrics [Fig.
1]. This description shall be employed whenever the term “crown” is mentioned further
as the author has defined it for the specifications of this thesis.
As a result of the universal significance of such an emblem, crowns are
represented in art in numerous perspectives. Whether it be through a secular or
theological lens, it is important to acknowledge the inclusion and possible meaning of the
ornamental object in works of art. The ceremony of a coronation is performed for the
purpose of marking monarchs with regal power. The ritualistic act of placing a crown
upon the head has been implemented for centuries and may be considered, at first glance,
only applicable for earthly rulers. This is not the case, however, as coronations and the
assignment of crowns have rich scriptural beginnings within religious texts and have
transformed over time. The long-standing traditions performed are designated not only
for a state office but a doctrinal office as well. An extremely prevalent religious motif in
art is the Coronation of The Virgin [Fig 2]. The Catholic Church traditionally focuses on
the Virgin Mary as a significant figure in scripture, appointing her sacred doctrine and
dogmas. In Coronation scenes the Virgin Mary is crowned Queen of Heaven and Earth,
realizing the moment of her sacred divinity after her Assumption.
Many crowns still physically exist today. It is because of these examples proof
beyond historic writings of their construction, style, composition and materials may be
studied. Some reside in museums as artefacts on display while others are uniquely
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working collections, such as the Crown Jewels of the United Kingdom, and are still worn
by the monarch for the State Opening of Parliament or large ceremonies like a
coronation.1 Within the last decade, The Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City
acquired one of the most important and oldest surviving examples of a crown entitled, the
Crown of the Virgin of the Immaculate Conception and known as the Crown of Andes
[Fig. 1]. It was commissioned by the Cathedral of Popayan in New Granada (now
Colombia), and made in the second half of the sixteenth century. It is not a crown of
sovereigns for the purpose of ceremony but rather a crown of religious significance as
veneration to an icon of the Virgin Mary. The Crown of Andes provides legitimate
documentation of the performance practices crowns have served in art and furthermore,
may be considered analogous to their representations in art.
The Crown of the Virgin of the Immaculate Conception
Provenance:
Confraternity of the Immaculate Conception, Cathedral of Popayán (Colombia); Tomás
Olano y Hurtado, Popayán [syndic of the confraternity, granted permission to sell the
crown by Pius X in 1914]; his son, Manuel José Olano, Popayán, until 1936; Warren G.
Piper, Chicago, until 1938; Oscar Heyman & Brothers, New York, until 1963; Sotheby &
Co., London, November 21, 1963; sold to Asscher Diamond Company, Amsterdam,
acting on behalf of Oscar Heyman (1888-1970), New York; his daughter, Alice Heyman,
New York, 1973-2015; sold to MMA.2
What defines a crown most valuable in the physical, earthly sense? Is it a
symbolic disposition associated with its purpose, inherent of significant religious
implications? Or does its materiality, its physical existence, outweigh all other contexts?

“The Crown Jewels: A world-famous, unique collection of sacred and ceremonial objects,” Historic Royal
Palaces, accessed December 1, 2020, https://www.hrp.org.uk/tower-of-london/history-and-stories/thecrown-jewels/#gs.muamle.
2
“Crown of the Virgin of the Immaculate Conception, known as the Crown of the Andes,” The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, accessed October 5, 2020,
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/21698?searchField=All&amp;sortBy=Relevance&amp;s
howOnly=openAccess&amp;ft=crown&amp;offset=0&amp;rpp=20&amp;pos=13.
1
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A good deal of evidence compared between religious doctrine, the art historical canon
and (secular) tradition of crowns suggests that their physical composition and its religious
significance are inextricable. Before exploring this possibility further, it is important to
dive deeper into a historical appraisal of a real crown’s physical qualities.
The Crown of the Virgin of the Immaculate Conception [Fig. 1] is considered one
of the finest existing models of goldsmith work from Colonial Spanish America. 3 The
Catholic Bishop of Popayan commissioned this grand dedication to adorn a sacred statue
of the Virgin. It was meant as a gift of gratitude to the Queen of Heaven for protecting
the village during a time of great illness and destitution. In particular, the crown is an
attribute of the Virgin’s divine queenship, and therefore, intentionally constructed of the
most valuable materials accessible. The objective was to create a crown whose grandeur
and value exceeded any reigning monarch; to surpass all other crowns in the world,
current and past, in order to show a clear distinction between the mundane and divine. 4
After its commission, the construction began in 1539 using 5.3 pounds of solid gold and
453 Columbian emeralds from the ancient Inca people.5 Columbian emeralds are
considered some of the rarest stones of the highest quality. Legend has it that the larger
emeralds, the largest weighing twenty-four carats and known as the “Atahualpa emerald,”
were taken from the last king of the Inca, Atahualpa, in 1532 by the Spanish

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, MetCollects – Episode 2 / 2016: The Crown of the Andes, “’Where are
the boundaries of American Art?’ On the Crown of the Andes,” January 7, 2016, video, 05:05, accessed
October 5, 2020, https://www.metmuseum.org/metmedia/video/metcollects/crown-of-the-andes.
4
Larif, Shihaan, “The Crown of Andes – Emerald-studded Crown,” published August 28, 2020, accessed
October 5, 2020, https://internetstones.com/page/crown-of-the-andes-emerald-studded-crown/.; “’Where
are the boundaries of American Art?’ On the Crown of the Andes,” video, accessed October 5, 2020,
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/online-features/metcollects/crown-of-the-andes-video.
5
Larif, “The Crown of the Andes – Emerald-Studded Crown,” accessed October 5, 2020,
https://internetstones.com/page/crown-of-the-andes-emerald-studded-crown/.
3
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conquistadors.6 Such legends add to the wonder and splendor of the treasure. After a long
and complicated history, the crown arrived in the possession of the Metropolitan Museum
of Art in New York City in December of 2015.
This exquisite headdress is elaborate in structure and design. Despite its original
commission in the mid-sixteenth century, particular design elements, such as the Imperial
Arches, were added later. In general, the crown’s form is an open Circlet rising to eight
Acanthus Paramount Prongs (see Appendix), each adorned with emerald clusters. The
Frieze is embellished with four Imperial Arches colliding together with a finial at the
apex. The entire body of the crown including the Circlet, Frieze and Paramount Prongs,
are hand-hammered repoussé gold. The century-later additions of the Imperial Arches,
finial and cross are thought to have been stamped. 7
The arches are considered of later addition because their style alludes to that of
the eighteenth century perhaps suggesting the changing of aesthetic preferences over
time. Because the crown held extreme significance and was annually displayed in grand
ceremony, perhaps it was deemed important to those who revered it to continuously
update its style. Many of the emeralds used on the arches date to the original time of
construction which suggests that they were reused when the arches were added. 8 This
includes the collection of pear-shaped emeralds suspended below the joining imperial
arches. Colombian emeralds are known for their pure composition and clarity, and the
particular emeralds used on The Crown of the Virgin of the Immaculate Conception are
no different. An intricate repoussé pattern of acanthus leaves set with emeralds in

6

Ibid,.
“’Where are the boundaries of American Art?’ On the Crown of the Andes,” video, accessed October 5,
2020, https://www.metmuseum.org/art/online-features/metcollects/crown-of-the-andes-video.
8
Ibid.
7
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blossoming clusters adorn the Frieze, while Baroque scrolls and rocaille ornament the
arches. Crowning the very top of the headpiece is a cross-bearing orb symbolizing
Christ’s holy dominion over the world - a typical icon of Catholic tradition.9
As the crown was dedicated to the celebration and thanksgiving of the Virgin,
Queen of Heaven and Earth, it comes as no surprise that its use most often included
ceremonial rituals in celebration and appreciation of the religious icon. Lavish gifts of
jewels and extravagant garments were considered great honors of exaltation to bestow
upon representations of the Virgin. Due to the crown’s famed reputation and extreme
value, the Confraternity of the Immaculate Conception was formed to protect the crown
and oversee the ritualistic presentation of the Virgin’s image.10 This also included the
public processionals where the Virgin’s statue was crowned and carried through the
streets of Popayan during Marian feast days.11 For this reason, the crown survived until
the twentieth century when many other major treasures of the time had been destroyed or
melted down for contemporary designs.12 In 1914, The Crown of the Virgin of the
Immaculate Conception was authorized by Pope Pius X to be sold in order to raise funds
for the church, and by 1936, the crown was in private hands in the United States by a
group of American gem dealers. 13 Warren Piper, a well-respected gem dealer from
Chicago who was most vocal and involved with the crown’s following in the States,

9

Ibid.
Larif, “The Crown of the Andes – Emerald-Studded Crown,” accessed October 5, 2020,
https://internetstones.com/page/crown-of-the-andes-emerald-studded-crown/.
11
Ibid.
12
“’Where are the boundaries of American Art?’ On the Crown of the Andes,” video, accessed October 5,
2020, https://www.metmuseum.org/art/online-features/metcollects/crown-of-the-andes-video.
13
“’Where are the boundaries of American Art?’ On the Crown of the Andes,” video, accessed October 5,
2020, https://www.metmuseum.org/art/online-features/metcollects/crown-of-the-andes-video.; Larif, “The
Crown of the Andes – Emerald-Studded Crown,” accessed October 5, 2020,
https://internetstones.com/page/crown-of-the-andes-emerald-studded-crown/.
10
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dubbed the crown The Crown of the Andes and spearheaded its tour and acclaim. Such a
treasure attracted a great sense of mystery and legend. The crown was also extensively
exhibited at different world’s fairs, museums and public spaces.14 The crown was even
displayed in 1937 for the Great Lakes Exposition in Cleveland as the centerpiece of an
extravagant dinner to create a true spectacle [Fig. 3]. 15
On November 20, 1995, Christie’s New York auction house attempted to sell The
Crown of Andes in a single lot sale at an estimated $3-5 million. The crown did not sell
as the bidding never reached the reserve. This three-dimensional representation of a
crown survives as and exemplifies an important model in the canon of decorative
headdresses of this nature. The auction catalogue description supplies evidence to the
formal classification of the crown:
The Crown Of The Andes – The Highly Important Emerald-Set Gold
Crown of Our Lady of the Immaculate Conception from the Cathedral of
Popayan – gold bandeau set with 147 small square-cut emeralds with 8
larger square-cut emerald solitaires, the flaring diadem chased, repousse
and pierced with pierced leafy scrolls and set with 188 emeralds in
medallions and solitares, the four imperial arches chased and pierced with
foliate scrolls and rocaille and set with 67 square-cut emeralds in similar
mounts, with 16 tear-shaped emerald pendants suspended within, the
whole surmounted by an orb pierced with foliate scrolls and applied with a
central beaded band, the base set with 11 small square-cut emeralds with a
free-standing cross, the front of which is set with 10 square-cut emeralds
enclosed by beading and with openwork scrolls between the arms, the
reverse of the cross engraved with panels of foliate scrolls which were
probably originally enameled. Catalog securely shipped in a
rigid cardboard mailer.16

“’Where are the boundaries of American Art?’ On the Crown of the Andes,” video, accessed October 5,
2020, https://www.metmuseum.org/art/online-features/metcollects/crown-of-the-andes-video.
15
Cumbie, Matthew and Linda Borsch, “Protecting the Crown of the Andes,” 150 th Anniversary:
Conservation Stories, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, accessed October 6, 2020,
https://www.metmuseum.org/about-the-met/conservation-and-scientific-research/conservationstories/2020/crown-of-andes.
16
“Chrisite’s The Crown of the Andes – Emeralds from Inca Emperor Atahualpa,” WorthPoint
Corporation, accessed October 6, 2020, https://www.worthpoint.com/worthopedia/christie-crown-andesemeralds-inca-467007920.
14
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Despite its significance physically and religiously, it should only be considered
tangentially in its direct correlation to coronation crowns represented in scenes of the
Coronation of the Virgin. The Crown of the Andes differs from the topic of this paper in
obvious ways: it is not a painted representation of a crown; it is not indicative of Italian
art as it comes from Spanish influence and was used in South America; and its symbolic
responsibility does not concern how divine status can be gained through a coronation.
However applicable to the discussion of a crown’s material essence, it is essential to the
purpose of this paper that Italian Quattrocento artists’ representations of crowns within
the art historical canon are of main focus.
Interest in crowns stems from the fact that there is no existing literature specifying
the treatment of the object in The Coronation of the Virgin scenes. Due to the hundreds if
not thousands of depictions of this subject, the theme can be considered meaningful in
religious art history. Throughout this paper, the author explores why the crowning of the
Virgin Mary has been defined by thematic patterns of symbolic, formal and scriptural
influences. A selection of eleven paintings ranging across the fourteenth, fifteenth, and
sixteenth centuries from Italian Renaissance painters, have been chosen to distinguish a
pattern, if at all, of the representations of crowns within the specific subject matter. This
paper will be heavily weighted in visual evidence to provide a satisfactory distinction of
how a crown transforms Mary’s divine status. The objective of this paper is to establish a
relationship between the physical value of crowns and their symbolic meaning found in
art. The crown’s historic purpose in coronation ceremonies also present a unique
interpretation of the artistic renderings, and hopefully, a well-defined and comprehensive
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study of the crown as an object of physical and symbolic ornamentation will be
discovered.

Chapter 1
Marian Theology and its Artistic Application

8

Within Christian scripture, the Virgin Mary categorically possesses significance
through her duty as Mother of Jesus Christ. Marian theology of the Catholic diocese is
heavily based in four dogmas of Mary existing as and with (1) Divine Motherhood, (2)
Perpetual Virginity, the (3) Immaculate Conception and (4) The Assumption. It is
important to note that the listed beliefs are a modern vernacular which has morphed over
time to assess the complex nature of Mary. Through these dogmas, four crucial truths are
accepted about the Virgin: 1. Mary gave birth “in the flesh to the Word of God made
flesh,”17 confirming that Christ is both divine and human as one person, and therefore,
Mary is given the title of Mother of God; 2. Mary’s virginal status was untarnished when
Christ was conceived and remained so even after his birth; 18 3. Mary is free of all original
sin;19 4. After serving as Mother of God and the Virgin Mary, she is exalted into the
Kingdom of Heaven by the grace of God, referencing her sanctioned Magisterium of both
Heaven and Earth – a consequence of her Divine Motherhood. 20 Christian tradition, and
particularly that of Catholic teachings, utilize theses dogmas as realities in practice and
prayer, providing a catalyst for the celebration of Marian images.
Historically, Mary’s true magnitude in Christianity has been a topic of
consideration for centuries. Interest in her life became popular in the Orthodox
Mediterranean East and quickly spread to the Catholic West. It is because of her unique
role in the economy of salvation, and frankly one which is unlike any other figure in the

Belmonte, Charles, Faith Seeking Understanding, “God’s Mother: Mary’s Divine Motherhood,” by José
María Pujol, fsubelmonte.com, https://fsubelmonte.weebly.com/45-maryrsquos-divine-motherhood.html,
accessed November 10, 2020.
18
“The Four Marian Dogmas,” Catholic News Agency, accessed November 10, 2020,
https://www.catholicnewsagency.com/resources/mary/general-information/the-four-marian-dogmas.
19
“The Four Marian Dogmas,” Catholic News Agency, accessed November 10, 2020,
https://www.catholicnewsagency.com/resources/mary/general-information/the-four-marian-dogmas.
20
Ibid,.
17
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Bible, that such debates of how far and to what extent should the Virgin be incorporated
into daily Catholic practice that her role possesses such interest. For instance, “the
Vatican is still pondering whether the Virgin Mary experienced death at all, and whether
the traditional and widespread faith in her perpetual virginity … is necessary. With
scholastic nicety, she is entitled to a special worship… [and] occupies the principal
mediating position, as a creature belonging both to earth and heaven.” 21 Ultimately
determined by many Creeds, Councils and Declarations over time, the Catholic Church
expressly emphasizes a cult like following of the Virgin. Her following equates to her
depictions in their multiplicity and breadth and perhaps even allude to the significant
impact of her religious transcendence despite her limited scriptural inclusions. She is a
character whose true devotion can be quantified by her sheer number of portrayals in art
which are greater than any other Biblical figure behind Jesus Christ.
Mary’s genealogy can be traced back to the Davidic kingdom from the Old
Testament. In many ways, her life is reflective to that of the Davidic times as, “the
mother of the king held an official position in the royal court, in which she shared in her
son’s reign and served as an advocate for the people and a counselor for her son.”22 A
prophecy is then written in Isaiah 7:14 involving the coming of the next Davidic King,
Immanuel who would be conceived by a queen mother. Mary is alluded to in the book of
Genesis where the scriptures begin to define a relation between the first creations of
Adam and Eve to the new creations of Jesus from Mary. Such background context of
Mary’s bloodline provides insight into her forthcoming role and from there Mary is first

Warner, Marina, Alone of Her Sex: The Myth and Cult of the Virgin Mary, “Chapter Seven: Maria
Regina,” (New York: Random House, Inc., 1976), xxii.
22
Sri, Edward, “Understanding Mary as Queen Mother,” October 11, 2019, St. Paul Center, accessed
November 10, 2020, https://stpaulcenter.com/understanding-mary-as-queen-mother/.
21
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mentioned, although not by name, in the New Testament by the hand of Paul when it is
referenced that Jesus is “born of a woman,” (Galatians 4). Then again in Mark 6:3, Christ
is referred as Jesus of Nazareth “the son of Mary.” 23 The books of Matthew and Luke
provide more background regarding Mary’s life. In particular, “Matthew’s application of
Isaiah 7:14 (‘behold, a virgin shall conceive’) to illustrate the identity of Jesus is a key
passage in the elaboration that subsequent generations would make to the figure of
Mary.”24 Mary’s life is then fully explored in Luke with the Annunciation scene, the
Visitation and Presentation of Jesus at the Temple. Although Mary is not mentioned by
name in the Gospel of John, her role as Mother of Jesus is emphasized. Mary finally
reappears at the crucifixion as her son Jesus is sacrificed for the salvation of man.
The life of the Virgin Mary is considered one of great example and precedent. It is
often documented through the Western art historical canon (of particular interest in the
Italian Renaissance), literature, and even musical traditions, and more oftentimes than
not, represents the Virgin Mary within the major focal points of her life as it relates to
scriptural interpretations. For example, the motif of the Annunciation, where the Angel
Gabriel announces that Mary will conceive a son by the power of the Holy Spirit (Luke
1:26-38), is referenced regularly in altarpieces and chapel commissions. Other popular
Marian motifs would be that of the Adoration of the Magi, Madonna and Christ Child
Enthroned, the Crucifixion and Deposition, The Assumption of Mary, and many more.
Each image aims to depict the Virgin within the scriptural context, yet it is notable, just
Llywelyn, Dorian, “Mary and Mariology,” Oxford Handbooks Online, June, 2016, accessed November
14, 2020, 3,
https://www.oxfordhandbooks.com/view/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199935420.001.0001/oxfordhb9780199935420-e-62.
24
Llywelyn, “Mary and Mariology,” accessed November 14, 2020, 5,
https://www.oxfordhandbooks.com/view/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199935420.001.0001/oxfordhb9780199935420-e-62.
23
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as the Virgin’s status – as defined by practiced doctrine – changes throughout her
representation in the Bible, so does the Marian iconography. By this meaning not only the
thematic choices made by artists, but the compositional and figural variety seen repeated
and also varied in the same subjects. Painting representations of The Virgin Mary allow a
comprehensible appreciation, accessible to all followers and believers. We as the viewer
utilize visual aids to further understand the documentation founded in the Word of God
which is then repeated and celebrated through artistic expression.
A main interest of this thesis is the depictions of The Coronation of the Virgin – a
scene in which the Mother of God gains divine, royal status through her Assumption as
Queen of Heaven and Earth. It is known in the Catholic Church as the Fifth Glorious
Mystery. An example of the celebration of Mary’s queenship is exercised through the
devotional practice of the rosary where prayers to Mary are recited and counted on a
string of beads. Another considerable veneration of Mary’s divine coronation is seen in
art. Rulers have worn crowns for centuries, including the kings of the Bible such as King
David and King Solomon. While this custom of earthly rulers is explored further in the
following chapters, it is essential now to distinguish the exact textual evidence which
supports this Marian development. The imagery associated with the Coronation in art is
founded in scriptural specificities where a crown is mentioned.
Although wrought in extravagant symbolism, the book of Revelations describes
the horrors of an apocalyptic event conquered by ultimate salvation and victory. It is here,
in Revelations 12, a major description of The Woman and Dragon (the woman who may
be interpreted as Mary) is made which alludes to a crucial transformation of the Virgin
Mary from Mother of God to Queen of Heaven and Earth. The text reads: “A great sign
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appeared in heaven: a woman clothed with the sun, with the moon under her feet and a
crown of twelve stars on her head (2). She was pregnant and cried out in pain as she was
about to give birth (3). Then another sign appeared in heaven: an enormous red dragon…
(4) She gave birth to a son, a male child, who ‘will rule all the nations with an iron
scepter…’ (6).25
In another chapter of Revelations, it is documented that Jesus will award the
faithful with “the crown of life,” or in other words, eternal salvation. The crown of life is
also mentioned in the book of James, chapter 1 verse 12, for those who have endured will
receive the crown of life which God has promised. In another reference in the book of
Wisdom verses 15 and 16, the promise of life eternal everlasting is not given to the
wicked, “but the righteous live forever, and in The Lord is their recompense, and the
thought of them is with the Most High (15). Therefore shall they receive the splendid
crown, the beautiful diadem, from the hand of The Lord, For he will shelter them with his
right hand, and protect them with his arm (16).” 26 In all examples, the crown is awarded
to only the most faithful, devoted, and pious. It is considered a physical manifestation of
not only the eternal promise of salvation but also a noble accomplishment worthy of
imperial status.
A passage according to the Catechism of the Catholic Church, created to present a
synthesis of the fundamental contents of Catholic teachings, describes the gravity of
Mary’s Coronation. The text of the Fifth Glorious Mystery, line 966 reads: “Finally the
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Immaculate Virgin, preserved free from all stain of original sin, when the course of her
earthy life was finished, was taken up body and soul into heavenly glory, and exalted by
the Lord as Queen over all things, so that she might be more fully conformed to her Son,
the Lord of lords and conqueror of sin and death.”27 Perhaps this is the most significant
clarification of Mary’s changed status by the end of her life, and a true explanation of her
queenship. These words hold power to those of faith and define a justifiable reason to her
devotion. By utilizing this textual evidence, it is clear how the performance of a
coronation is essential to the application of her divine sovereignty. Mary is Queen of
Heaven and Earth; therefore, she is honored by not only an act manifesting her divine
eminence, but also an object of iconographic significance which surpasses humanity and
sainthood.
In the next chapter, crowns, halos and their specific purposes are investigated to
further confirm how a crown increases stature of saints beyond universal sainthood, and
also attempts to validate an added significance to Coronation crowns in particular. The
crown’s genesis and its purpose within coronations are also discussed to provide historic
evidence of their significance.

Chapter 2
A Crown and Halo
Within Christian religious art, one of the most universal icons utilized to represent
divinity is what is known today as the halo. Originating from the word “aureole,” a head
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halo, body halo, or a glowing aura surrounding the heads of saints and religious figures
have taken many forms throughout the Western art historical canon.28 Such a symbol
classifies degrees of merit, and/or divinity among religious figures as they are portrayed
in such contexts. Scholars Edwin Hall and Horst Urh develop this premise in their article,
“Aureola super Auream: Crowns and Related Symbols of Special Distinction for Saints
in Late Gothic and Renaissance Iconography,” as the term aurea, “meaning in this
context a ‘golden crown,’ refers metaphorically to the condition of sainthood enjoyed by
all the blessed,” and is represented as a halo.29 Hall and Urh make further distinction
how the term aureola or a “’small golden crown,’ designates an additional, higher reward
reserved for virgins, martyrs, and doctors, three categories of particularly meritorious
saints…”30 This specific acceptance is represented in visual culture as a crown. This
chapter aims to define and evaluate how this distinction of a crown versus a halo may be
differentiated from that of specific coronation crowns or if their meaning can be
designated similarly.
PART I
Before defining the aureola through its religious lens, it is important to define the
term crown in the secular context of its being. Someone who wears a crown is allocated
royal status and empowered to utilize that honor to make royal decrees. The individual
gains supreme power as the prevailing form of government which is manifested through
royal insignia. Crowns and diadems (similar but not equivalent in distinction), have
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served as symbolic tools for sovereigns dating back to some of the world’s most ancient
cultures. Ornaments of this nature were at first emblematic of priestly duty rather than
sovereign rule, however, “when the two prerogatives were united in the same person, it
became more exclusively the representative of royalty.”31 Diadems, the first versions of
the symbol, were made simply as a fillet of silk or linen wrapped around the temple;
sometimes even “made of branches of flowers, more frequently – the laurel, the vine,
wheat, etc., and afterwards of the precious metals, and finally, it was garnished with all
manner of precious stones until the crown became a ‘mine of wealth.’” 32
In many ancient cultures such as that of the Mexican emperors, the Persians, or
Egyptians, all included headwear of similar significance yet none quite resembled what
modern day society recognizes as a crown.33 Scholar Sarah Burnham notes in her book,
Precious Stones in Nature, Art and Literature, written in 1886, that crowns were not even
used within the contexts of coronations in parts of Asia as “a cap adorned with the richest
jewels is placed upon the head of the sovereign, but it bears no resemblance to a
crown.”34 While the complex history of crowns across diverse cultures must be
acknowledged, this paper will only reference cultures of Western origin like Europe, in
order to most aptly relate crowns to the Western art historical canon in Italy as they are
represented in paintings.
What is important to distinguish in the history of this headwear is that diadems are
older and used much earlier than a modern crown, yet, while the two forms are
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misinterpreted as interchangeable, they are indeed very different. Leading up to the
period of Constantine and the Holy Roman Empire, diadems were the first and foremost
headwear meant for sovereignty. 35 It became custom later in their usage to decorate
diadems with precious stones and pearls – a significant boost in material value to match
its symbolic value – in the Roman times as is seen on kings depicted in statues and
medals.36 They were primarily worn for ceremonial purposes and only for public
occasion. They were also given to celebrate the wearer’s courage “as a triumphal crown
bestowed upon warriors for signal victories, and those conferred upon successful athletes
and poets, which usually consisted of ivy or oak leaves.”37 Similarly, of the Jewish kings
like Kings Saul, David and Solomon, were all figures adorned with diadems and the
writings accompanying the rulers are considered the first scriptural depictions of
crowns.38 Whenever worn the symbolic weight of the small object transforms them. 39
The meaning of the crown is personified in its formal metamorphosis as modest
leaves and vines turned into precious metals and jewels. A radiated crown (possible
consideration for the founding form of Western crowns) can first be dated to the coins of
Antiochus IV [Fig. 4], sovereign of Syria a hundred and seventy-six years before Christ.40
Kings historically and especially those of the Holy Roman Empire have equated their title
and power to that of the gods, therefore, elevating their status by refashioning the simpler
diadem. The twelve radiated points extending out from the head of this crown represented
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the rays of the sun and their number alluding to the twelve zodiac signs. 41 Perhaps the
most well-known “turning point” of the form of the crown was from Constantine the
Great (A.D. 306). During his reign, a more substantial head-adornment was dubbed the
most appropriate emblem of sovereignty. The simple fillet was replaced with a diadem of
gold and jewels. The modifications enhanced not only the materials but also the trend of
embellishment. For example, the headdress is noted to have been adorned with parts
extending ear to ear across the temple and oftentimes constructed with a sort of gold cap,
similar to a closed crown of later times. In fact, this form is believed to be fundamental in
the inspiration of the present-day imperial crowns. The crown had officially transformed
into a decorative object whose symbolic significance finally matched its purpose as
ornamentation.42
Western contexts of an imperial crown in the twenty-first century is founded from
centuries of formal traditions and their depiction in texts and art. For example, a king or
queen may wear a crown for public events like making a royal decree to events of more
consequence like attending a grand celebration or coronation. The coronation is one of if
not the most essential ceremonies of a monarch’s governing life. During this ritual, a
sovereign is inaugurated into office and transferred power through the literal act of
placing a crown atop the king or queen’s head. The coronation has historically been a
public event where all important commanding bodies are present as well as other officials
and governed peoples.
Essential to the service are the customs of religious nature which originate from
Hebrew texts and the Old Testament citing the crowning of Saul and David. When Saul is
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made king by Samuel in the Hebrew text 1 Samuel 10, Samuel “took a flask of oil and
poured it on [Saul’s] head and kissed him and said, ‘Has not the Lord anointed you to be
prince over his people Israel? And you shall reign over the people of the Lord and you
will save them… And this shall be the sign to you that the Lord has anointed you to be
prince over his heritage.’”43 Then in the Hebrew text 2 Samuel 5:3, David becomes King
of Israel, “when all the elders of Israel had come to King David at Hebron, the king made
a covenant with them at Hebron before the Lord, and they anointed David king over
Israel.”44 Even in 2 Kings verse 6, the scripture dictates, “Jehoiada brought forth the
king’s son and put the crown upon him and gave him the testimony and they made him
king, and anointed him, and they clapped their hands and said God save the king.”45
Rituals in coronations seen today like anointing the ruler with holy oil, placing a
crown upon the head, and awarding certain insignia from the clergy are acts which have
been developed from these writings. 46 After Constantine revived the fashion of the
Jewish Kings with a diadem made of gold and jewels, the act of placing the diadem upon
the head was done only by the Imperial guard or by the preceding Emperor to his
successor.47 The first coronation recorded to have the Patriarch of Constantinople crown
the ruler was that of Justin, the younger, who succeeded from Justinian. 48 Other historic
coronations of modern significance include Charlemagne’s revival of the Holy Roman
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Empire in 800 A.D.; Emperor Charles V in Bologna in 1530 where he was blessed and
received two crowns, including the Iron Crown of Lombardy (Italian crown) [Fig. 5], by
the Pope.49 This crown also was used during the coronation of Napoleon I in 1805 and
Ferdinand I in 1838.50 The headdress composed “a broad hoop of gold embellished with
different kinds of precious stones, and encloses a narrow circlet of iron, made according
to tradition, of a nail form the Cross, which was brought by the Empress Helena from
Palestine.”51
In many ways this decorative object, meaning a crown, manifests the symbolic
power of the ruler. Its form and even more so its function when sitting atop the wearer’s
head, literally transforms the individual. It serves as a tangible and comprehensible fact
that the crown is a formal designation of ultimate power – to demonstrate the stately
condition. However, what must not be forgotten is how religion authorizes royal
jurisdiction through a coronation. Scholar Arthur Purey-Cust writes in the introduction of
his book, Coronations: Their Rise and Development in England, how coronations, in
their ritualistic duality of ceremony and religious practice, seem to propose, “that the
Church is witness to the contract between the rulers and their subjects – in other words,
that religion is a safeguard on the one hand for the freedom of the people, on the other
hand for the authority of the chief magistrate… [who is] presented to his future subjects
by the principal spiritual ruler, and the people accept him with acclamation… while the
actual gift of the dignity and power will be regarded as coming from God.” 52
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Just as crowns are incorporated in the worldly conduct of royalty, they are also
included in art. A main concern of this thesis encompasses the depiction of crowns atop
the head of Mary Queen of Heaven and Earth. Within the contexts of religious art,
iconography and formal analysis, however, crowns have multiple distinctions which are
investigated further in Part II of this chapter.
PART II
A pivotal mentioning of aureola, or small golden crown, in scripture is from the
Vulgate text of Exodus 25:25. 53 In this scene, God is instructing Moses to build the
offertory table for the breaking of the bread. According to God, there are two necessary
embellishments to the table which are to encircle it in gold, a “polished crown” or
coronam interrasilem, and a “little golden crown” or coronam aureoolam. When
considering Hall and Urh’s Christian interpretations of this Old Testament reference, “the
‘polished crown’ stood for the ‘substantial’ or essential reward enjoyed by all saints…”
otherwise considered the aurea represented in works of art by halos. 54 This is what is also
considered as the basic qualification of sainthood. The other referenced gold
embellishment, corona aureola, is also known as “the ‘accidental’ or additional
recompense for the three categories of special saints, and for this reward the diminutive
form aureola, meaning a small gold crown…”55
A crown is an added distinction, and just as it is represented in art, the textual
evidence in the scripture also implies its presence as an accompaniment. By these saints
or religious figures overcoming, per se, the three distinguished conflicts of mortal life,
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they are in turn rewarded by the undoubtedly higher dedication of the aureola. As
mentioned earlier, those saints receiving the higher dedication are virgins, martyrs, and
doctors whose conflicts (as referenced above to overcome) include the following
definitions: conflict of the flesh (virginity); conflict with the world (martyrdom); and
conflict or battle with the Devil (doctor, teaching or preaching). 56 By surmounting one of
these conflicts, or even all as Christ did, is a feat recognized as exceptional for “the life of
the virgin, martyr, and doctor goes far beyond what is merely necessary for
salvation…”57
Scholars Hall and Urh trace back the earliest references of the aureola doctrines
in literature, such as allegorical epic poems, and some theological writings early in the
thirteenth century. Much of these references, however minor, are important in the fact
that they prove the knowledge and acceptance of the concepts of the aureola. The
scholars also note that pictorial evidence of the distinctions also can be used as proof that
“essentials of the aureola doctorine were common knowledge, at times clearly even
among laypersons, from the end of the twelfth until sometime in the seventeenth
century.”58 For instance, the typical and traditional circular aura surrounding the heads of
saints continued its symbolic meaning as the aurea for essential sainthood status, but in
the thirteenth century, the contemporary Gothic style was adopted to render the crown
added atop the halo as the aureola. Such Gothic style “consist[ed] of more or less
elaborately worked gold crown – open rather than closed on the top, and frequently set
with gemstones – held over the head of the saint by two flanking angels in much the same
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way as lateral supporters flank and present a coat-of-arms.”59 Throughout its application,
the aureola was depicted together with the halo and layered directly on top. This was
distinct of representations of the virgins, however over time, the use of this icon became
so common that it seemed to lose its significance. Then the crown began to be depicted
directly on the head of the particular virgin saints which reinvigorated symbolic sense of
the aureola’s distinction.
It was also common in Italian Renaissance images that aureola crowns were
never depicted directly on the heads of saints. Whether that was meant to prevent
confusion between secular crowns and aureola or for aesthetic reasons is unclear. They
simply float above the head of the saint and appears widely throughout the second half of
the quattrocento.60 Due to the commonality of its depiction, it may be deduced that the
two most popular compositional positions of the aureola crowns are those floating freely
or those supported by angles above the head – interchangeable in their meaning and
significance. This emblem transformed its wearer substantially and was truly an instant
signifier that the theological perspective of this added reward was an exceptional victory.
It is uncommon for a saint to be awarded three aureola (and furthermore depicted
with such) for overcoming all three conflicts of being a virgin, martyr and teacher,
however, some have been duly qualified, like Saint Catherine of Siena. There are many
images depicting the saint adorned with three crowns. Many argue that the Virgin
deserves this categorization of three aureola as well. There are major counter arguments
to this, as mentioned in Marian theology and little visual evidence to support a
completely elevated status wearing three aureola. There is no doubt that the Virgin is
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considered both virgin and doctor (teacher), however, there is much disagreement that
she deserves the martyrdom dignification as well. As a religiously inspired death is
widely accepted as a requirement for the designation of martyrdom, the Virgin cannot
possibly be considered as such. There is one particular image where the Virgin is
depicted with three floating crowns whose meanings almost surely relate to that of the
aureola type.
Hall and Urh present their final argument relying on iconographic evidence from
Paolo Naurizio’s The Trinity and the Virgin with Saint Vigilious, Three Martyrs of the
Val di Non, and Other Saints, 1583 [Fig. 6]. It is indeed a very unusual picture as each
entity of the Trinity is awarding the Virgin three separate crowns instead of the accepted
aureola depiction of angels holding the crown flanking the Virgin. In images of the
Coronation, typically, God or Christ are gesturing a crown above Mary’s head – based
upon observation of other well-known examples later to be discussed – so it may be
assumed that Naurizio’s image represents the same commencement. The composition is
split into two realms, the heavenly at the top and earthly at the bottom. In the top sector,
the Virgin and the Trinity are seated on clouds and surrounded by an ensemble of angels
and putti. Below, eight figures are shown interacting with each other and the heavenly
scene above. While the inclusion of the Trinity with Mary is unusual and important, Hall
and Urh argue that this picture does not have anything to do with some sort of coronation.
What they find important is Mary’s designation of the three aureola in relation to
three other saints, each crowned with a specific imperial crown alluding to a
corresponding “conflict” they have overcome. The crowns’ physical presence and their
symbolic meaning have significance on both the earthly and heavenly figures. There is a
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direct correlation, according to the scholars, that the imperial crowns used on Saint
Dorothy (extreme right) and Emperor Henry II’s wife, Cunegunda (extreme left), who are
both recognized as virgins, is the same as the uppermost crown atop Mary’s head; and,
therefore, are identical in form and structure of Mary’s aureola of virginity.61 Other
figures in the bottom half of the composition are also adorned with identical crowns of
each nature, further solidifying that the image as a whole is “this unified around the
aureola theme, so that all the saints in the lower part of the composition share vicariously
with the Virgin one or more of the three aureola crowns bestowed by the Trinity in the
upper register.”62
The reason to bring this example to the reader’s attention is to build upon the
argument that Mary’s crowns (in any context) maintain their significance, and
furthermore; supply compositional and figural evidence of Mary wearing crowns.
However, the central theological theory from Hall and Urh supporting aureola indicates
how aureola are applied to pictorial representations of all saints, yet not uniquely to the
depiction of Mary Queen of Heaven and Earth (of main interest for this paper); therefore,
there may be no evidence to correlate the meanings of the two types of images. In
particular, “what differentiates representations of the aureola type from the clearly
distinct Coronation pictures is the inevitable allusion in the former to Mary as mother…
[attempting] to emphasize the virgin-mother dichotomy even more specifically in
compositions of the aureola type.”63 In other words, while these three aureola crowns
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represent specific qualifications, a crown used within the Coronation context may
exemplify a different type of endorsement of Mary as an elevated saint.
Assuming this is true, can it be implied that the crown included in the Coronation
scene does not possess this added reward typical of the aureola, but rather its own
purpose to satisfy the common act of an earthly ceremony like a coronation? Perhaps so,
but the answer may not be that simple. Hall and Urh propose that Marian piety is more
oftentimes than not associated with her being both mother and virgin, so any other
pictorial evidence of the Virgin with a crown, perhaps as queen, may not be considered
applicable to aureola distinction. Marian theology dictates her evolutional gain of divine
status, which, ultimately is quantified by her award of a crown as Mary Queen of Heaven
and Earth, therefore, the illustration of Mary wearing a crown expressly in coronation
scenes defines her royal divinity and not her aureola victories.
Now that the framework of crowns, their history, and coronations have been
briefly defined, the physical elements of a crown must be dissected. In hopes to advance
the hypothesized relation between a crown’s physical and symbolic significance – argued
by the author to be the paramount explanation for the crown’s religious implications
within art – the next few chapters will attempt to dig deeper into the remaining
components of the decorative object: its material value in the real world and its formal
qualities within art. A result of this detailed inspection will hopefully present an answer
to this chapter’s ending discussion questions the doctrinal reasoning for the inclusion of
an earthly icon, like a crown, in images depicting the Coronation of the Virgin.
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Chapter 3
Physical, Material Value and How that Shapes Symbolic Elements of a Crown

A crown holds value in its physical being. The tangible properties of the object
accentuate its symbolic significance. As has been determined throughout this paper,
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crowns are composed of precious materials such as gold and gemstones. These
materials inherently mean something to those who wear them resulting to an
existence much more significant than beauty or glamour. They personify a true
validation of power, wealth, and even divinity within the scope of its crenelated form.
It will then be imperative to the argument to compare these concepts with evidence
found in Quattrocento paintings of The Coronation of the Virgin.
Gold in particular is a material whose historic significance has ceased to weaken.
Gold is a natural phenomenon which occurs as a chemical element and is
compounded as one of the densest natural metallic materials. Known for its attractive
color, indestructible nature and malleable properties, gold is world renown and has
been since its discovery. Gold is produced through the earth and resides deep within
the crust as the result of refined minerals and base metals such as copper and lead
deposits. It should come as no surprise that treasures of the earth whose possession is
coveted and celebrated would be the only materials worth enough to form such an
object symbolic of a similar coveted position and honor.
Gold, bright as the sun itself, can be considered one of the most influential and
mystifying materials known to man. What is particularly important to note about gold
is how it has been historically valued consistently and with unfaltering intensity. It is
one of the mos socially admired physical elements attainable. Patterns of gold’s
desire and the lengths taken to possess such value can be determined through the
outcome of wars, the eventual transfer of power between rulers, and the everchanging
purpose of the material over time. Gold’s influence in history, while concentrated
more at times than others, has never lost its illustrious persona.
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The price payed for the notorious material is substantial from a humanitarian
perspective due to the many lives sacrificed just for the sake of greed and power, but
also from an environmental perspective as literal earth is uprooted and manipulated to
mine the gold. Its material value and the emphasis placed upon it promotes the social
construct within which the substance itself operates. As a demand for gold became
greater and its mining became more frequent, the need to preserve its social value
formulated by limiting its accessibility. For example, burying the gold, concealing it
or withholding it from the greater public ensured that “gold would remain vanishingly
scarce for most people while being comparatively abundant for some, that the social
aura surrounding its use and its users would considerably augment the effect of its
physical aura.”64
It is also important to note that throughout history (and for the purposes of this
paper, primarily of Western context), gold was circulated between those of great
power such as royalty. Within privileged circles, gold was extremely abundant and
was even passed down through generations as precious, venerated icons of status. In
the sixteenth century particularly, gold took on a unique duality of economic and
political power. It became universal as a medium of monetary exchange and societal
classes were hence defined by the context of the gold owned – meaning its possession
as decorative ornament to symbolize power or as wealth gained through the outcome
of commerce.65 Restrictions on how gold might be contextualized on a daily basis
between classes were enforced to tame this strong duality of its significance. In order
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to isolate gold’s finery in a noble and regal context, sumptuary laws were created
which primarily limited how the display of wealth might alter the political landscape.
Wealth of the mercantile class was a “direct challenge to the power of the landed
nobility who might not have as much ready cash but could bedeck themselves with
precious materials, rich clothing and jewels… Each uses gold as a weapon but in a
different form – money on the one hand, and display on the other.” 66
Perhaps these measures to create this distinction fortifies the argument why
crowns and other royal decoration used to symbolize power are created of such a
famed material. Considering the historic social value of gold, objects of magnificent
decorative nature should and would comprise valuable material to match the purpose
for which they are created. Made of solid gold, crowns adorn the heads of important
rulers in order to apotheosize their duty and prominence. A further addition to
highlight physical value manifesting as symbolic value, is the inclusion of gemstones.
Often added to the body of a crown in intricate pattern or to the peaking prongs as
cresting apexes, gemstones embellish the crown aesthetically and also enhance its
physical worth.
Similar to the history and popularity of gold, precious hard stones have been
extremely valued and cherished over time. Colors of all hues and tones, luster and
shine unique to their chemical makeup, durability in composition, small proportions
and rare in supply, gems have come to represent yet another physical manifestation of
great symbolic significance throughout history. Gemstones come from the earth and
require a great natural miracle where minerals are compressed under intense pressure
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and heat to form crystalized stones. Gemstones are often considered “the crowning
glory of nature’s handiwork, the rarest of all her material productions, and those
invested with the greatest fascination, either as objects of careful study or as treasures
to be won at great sacrifice.”67 Whether their value is analyzed from a purely
scientific perspective of their formulation, or from a figurative representation of
abstract definition, gemstones facilitate a deep desirability that is crucial to their
appraisal in social history.
Valuable gemstones have always sparked inspiration. Their physical beauty spurs
speculation and legend surrounding their iconographic interpretation enhancing their
symbolic understanding. In fact, the Greeks attributed gemstones’ celebrity to
otherworldly or religious powers and even so far as the personification of nature’s
forces – just one example of a culture who applied social value to physical object. It
is clear today through empirical studies that colors of gemstones are products of
chemical makeup and the inclusion or absence of light reflected within the crystalline
structures; however, color considered through allegorical analysis, as is often done
within the boundaries of art, can determine symbolic meaning.
One way which art is expressed is through the use of color. This formal element
can be further appreciated when its underlying symbolism is analyzed, aiming to
communicate the essence of the work or artist’s intention. The impact of
pigmentation goes beyond the surface of the canvas delving deeper into the realms of
artistry and ingenuity. Color and its associated meaning also pertain to the pigment’s
history such as when it was discovered, how it is made, of what material, as well as
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its accessibility. Altogether, a holistic evaluation of color alters their symbolic nature.
For example, blue pigment was first created using the semi-precious stone lapis lazuli
and due to its scarcity and cost, blue was a coveted hue reserved only to depict
royalty or divinity. Every color tells a similar story of discovery, demand and
application, yet their meanings span a wide range of ideals depending on the culture’s
beliefs.
Of particular note to this paper will be the religious associations with color whose
meanings are repeatedly cited in multiple scholarly online resources. The application
of color in paintings fortifies thematic motifs in the image. Specificities of symbolic
colors are not heavily discussed within the Bible, however, color performs an
important role in Christianity serving primarily for the purpose of liturgical
decorations and art. Blue, as mentioned, is mainly associated with heaven, majesty,
and the infinite and everlasting world. Mary is often seen clothed in blue or
ultramarine robes emblematic of her status. Red is a severe color representative of
blood and fire, the liturgical color for Pentecost, and commemorates the sacrifice of
martyred saints.68 Red can also take on fine power and importance when detailing the
Holy Spirit. Symbolizing both wealth and penitence, purple traditionally represents
Advent and Lent. It sometimes also represents royalty in anticipation for the reception
of Jesus Christ building during the preparation of Advent. 69 White is considered the
symbol of purity, innocence and holiness. It is oftentimes used when virtue or
virginity needs to be implied. Two darker colors regularly applied are black and
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brown. Black represents sin resulting in death and is the liturgical color for Good
Friday. In a similar distinction, brown symbolizes the earth, poverty and humility and
is always used when representing monastic life. 70 Opposite to the negative
connotations of black and brown, green portrays the natural world and plants thus
representing the triumph of life over death. It is the liturgical color for the Trinity
season and is also used during Epiphany. 71
The meanings of the colors explained above illuminate intricacies of paintings
which, if undiscovered, may be overlooked. It is easy to see how such definitions can
be applied to the colors of painted gemstones in religious art and the significance they
imply. Gemstones themselves also retain allegorical meaning. Many jewels within the
Bible are first mentioned in Exodus in reference to the breastplate of the high priest,
then in Ezekiel with the treasure of the King of Tyre, as well as in Revelations during
the foundation of the New Jerusalem. 72 Although many stones are referenced in
sacred texts it is difficult to identify specific gems due to the lack of scientific
understanding during the time of reference. 73
In an attempt to concisely define the symbolic meaning of gemstones, which has
been investigated extensively and under varying pretexts, there are an important
selection of gems most frequently identified in (religious) art. The first of the
gemstones often depicted is the pearl which symbolizes loyalty, modesty, chastity and
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purity – notice the direct correlation to that of its color symbolism. 74 Sapphires, blue
in color, represent truth, sincerity and constancy. Emeralds are green and symbolize
loyalty, faithfulness, memory and faith. Amethysts represent stability, peace, balance,
and sincerity. And perhaps the most commonly depicted gemstone is the ruby which
represents devotion, integrity, courage, confidence and strength. 75 Keeping top of
mind how crowns are treated in the Coronation scenes, stones used to decorate the
gold circlets should not be considered accidental. This is perhaps consequential either
of the public’s common knowledge of their meanings or even simply for the universal
pleasure of their aesthetic. Regardless, the gems are evaluated through a religious lens
to aid in our research.
Now that the primary materials of a crown have been inspected, an attempt will
be made to illuminate their greater influence on specific coronation crowns within
paintings of The Coronation of the Virgin. This is best exemplified in eleven
paintings, selected by the autor, depicting The Coronation of the Virgin from
Quattrocento Italian artists. As the subject of interest is the crown and how it effects
Mary’s status as queen, the discussion surrounding these images in the following
chapter will primarily revolve around the object’s illustration. Larger issues of
commission, provenance, artist biography and historical context will not be examined
in great detail comparatively to their formal qualities. It is important to note however
helpful the background of a painting is for a holistic analysis it is not essentially
relevant to the question of this thesis. There is no way to truly prove an artist’s
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intention although it is often safe to assume through the semiotic study of art that
intricate details painted on a canvas are executed for a reason. Furthermore,
observation and formal analysis clarifies significant value to the physical objects – in
this case: gold and jewels composing a crown – as symbolic entities.

Chapter 4
The Crown Jewel of Divinity: Treatment of Crowns in Coronation of the Virgin
Scenes
Iconography, the study of identification, description and interpretation of the
content of images, is used as a tool to determine widely accepted understandings of
figures. In this case, the crown is utilized as an icon whose common reference in society
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assumes the simplest emblem of supremacy. When seen in depictions of The Coronation
of the Virgin, the crown resting on the Virgin’s head first and foremost communicates to
the viewer the royal designation through the Assumption. On further consideration
backed by many tenets of the Catholic Church, the crown becomes abstract “not only
about the glory of Mary the individual, but also about the power of the Church itself, for
which the Virgin often stands… [and] reveals the Church’s most profound ambitions for
itself, both in the afterlife, when it hopes to be reunited like the New Jerusalem with
Christ the Bridegroom, and on earth, where it hopes to hold sway in plentitude of
spiritual power.”76 By blending the methods of iconography and Biblical studies to art
and its subject, painting representation becomes the employable medium of doctrine.
Ancient images representing Mary as Queen begin with the church of Santa Maria
Antiqua in the Roman Forum painted in the sixth century [Fig. 7]. 77 This first
representation of the Maria Regina bedecked in “jewel-encrusted regalia of a
contemporary secular monarch, [also] proclaims, in a brilliantly condensed piece of
visual propaganda, the concept that the Church is a theocracy of which the agent and
representative is the pope, ruler of Rome.”78 And moreover, the crown itself becomes a
functionary of earthly hierarchy endorsed by divine blessing.79 Moving into the
Quattrocento, Italian artists portrayed the motif of The Coronation of the Virgin over and
over again with a common thematic objective yet diversity in design specificities. The
compositional and stylistic hallmarks of the paintings relate to each other while still
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respecting the individual integrity of the artist. The Coronation of the Virgin scenes
selected, ranging across the span of three centuries of the Italian Renaissance, are
completed by the artists Bernardo Daddi [Fig. 8], Jacopo di Cione [Fig. 9], Giovanni da
Bologna [Fig. 10], Gentile da Fabriano [Fig. 2, 11], Lorenzo Monaco [Fig. 12], Fra
Angelico [Fig. 13, 14], Lorenzo di Ottavio [Fig. 15], Raphael [Fig. 16], and Paolo
Naurizio [Fig. 6].
Coronations, as discovered earlier, are inextricable from religious influence and
are therefore depicted as lavish celebrations rich and ornate in detail. The repeated
compositional motif shows The Virgin seated beside Christ while angels of the choir, a
collection of saints and/or patrons reside beneath and around the throne as the ceremony
takes place. The main figures are usually seated on thrones and framed within a painted
baldacchino or by the carving of the frame itself. The decorative nature of some frames
act as an architectural ornamentation or structure for the picture within. Such use of
modeled and carved wood acts symbolically as a brocade throne while physically it adds
luxe and richness to the composition. 80 Christ and The Virgin sit opposite each other,
typically turned inward and in close proximity. There are distinct sections within the
compositions defining the realms of earthly and heavenly worlds – usually separated by
clouds or a metaphysical aura – further sanctifying the coronation as a divine act taking
place on holy ground. The ceremony transpires in the center panel of some compositions,
as is seen in the polytypic altarpieces of Gentile da Fabriano (1408) and Lorenzo Monaco
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[Fig. 11, 12], while others are depicted at the curved apex of the canvas or fresco like the
two works of Fra Angelico [Fig. 13, 14], Lorenzo di Ottavio and Raphael [Fig. 15, 16].
Some artists like Bernardo Daddi, Giovanni da Bologna, and Genitle da Fabriano (1420)
[Fig. 8, 10, 2] have depicted the subject fully encompassing the canvas.
The Virgin’s head is bowed in each image as Christ leans over to place the crown
on her head. The position of Christ’s hands varies throughout the compositions. In some
works, one hand holds the crown while the other is raised in the gesture of benediction.
This is a common pose of Christ repeated in art since Early Byzantine and Medieval
periods. Other paintings depict both hands of Christ holding the crown while placing it on
the Virgin’s head. Perhaps the most important component of the motif is in this instant.
The crowning not only signals the completion of the coronation, but it also defines the
“moment of Mary’s triumph from the Incarnation to the Assumption: she is crowned
queen of heaven after death… [and makes a] royal progress into paradise.” 81 Mary folds
her hands in prayer or envelops herself with crossed arms symbolizing her honor and
acceptance of her newly awarded divinity. This fact is ratified by the crown personifying
her exceptional status as a divine royal.
The crowns in each painting follow a formal pattern of structure which is defined
for this paper in specific terms (see Appendix). The body of the crown, or Circlet, rests
on the temple of the individual and is a circular bandeau (varying in widths). It serves as
the “springing point” for the rising extensions defined as Prongs. The circlet can be open
or closed depending on the inclusion of a Cap. The Frieze is the decorative scene across
the Circlet and oftentimes includes gemstones, piecing, goldwork and engravings. The
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Prongs establish the crenelated shape of the crown as they culminate in multiple apexes
around the Circlet. There are Paramount Prongs which are the tallest and rest in
alternating patterns surrounded by Secondary and Subsidiary Prongs. Smaller in size and
height, these other prongs diversify the mountainous ranges of the points. Prongs take
many decorative forms. Some form simple triangular shapes [Fig. 13, 14] or are adorned
with a singular orb [Fig. 15]. Others accentuate ornamentation through the shapes of a
club, spade or acanthus leaf [Fig. 8, 12, 10]. Many crowns depicted in the paintings are
capped with a closed topping which either takes form in a Cone or Hexagonal Pyramid.
The Cone Cap is oriented face down covering the top of the head with rounded edges and
a singular, pointed apex [Fig. 14]. The Hexagonal Pyramid Cap is seven faced, twelve
edged and oriented face down covering the head. The pyramid rises to a solitary point at
its peak [Fig. 12].
The differentiations in crowns throughout the centuries seen in these paintings
may disclose some contextual data about the styles, regions, religious denominations, and
image inspirations applicable for each artist. In order to provide a balanced examination
of pictorial evidence, multiple paintings were chosen from each century (fourteenth,
fifteenth, and sixteenth) in hopes to distinguish a chronological pattern of crown
ornamentation. However, what was discovered is that there is not as much of a stylistic
progression from century to century as there is a diverse assortment of depictions
between artists working during the same time. 82 For example, in the fourteenth century,
Fig. 8 and Fig. 10, illustrate Open Circlet crowns while Fig. 9, depicts a closed Circlet
with a Hexagonal Pyramid Cap. What is clear is how the crowns progress decoratively in
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an aesthetic nature and include an assortment of gemstones. This pattern of stylistic
diversity within the time periods is repeated in the fifteenth century as some artists paint
closed crowns while others paint open ones.
The most decoratively significant crown depicted in the grouping is that of
Gentile da Fabriano from 1420 [Fig. 2]. Now a free-standing wood-panel, it is considered
a rare example of a processional standard originally mounted on a pole which would have
been used in religious parades and processions. The standard was painted for Gentile’s
hometown of Fabriano, most likely for a confraternity associated with the church of San
Francesco.83 The painting is composed of gold leaf gilding with tempera added on top.
There has been little conservation done as the original layers are still in very good
condition except for the pastiglia on the Virgin’s crown, brooch and Christ’s belt. These
elements are not original and were restored with direct gesso application on top of the
original gold and punching in the Nineteenth century. This is a significant detail which
distinguishes the original process versus the restoration – meaning “the pastiglia would
have been modeled after the panel had been gessoed but prior to gilding.” 84
The particular iconography of Christ and Mary’s interaction is common within the
Tuscan tradition and it is only from this region that the viewer watches Christ
simultaneously crown and bless The Virgin. 85 What is even more distinct about the image
is the treatment of the crown. Its shape is not painted on but rather molded in low relief
with pastiglia. The elevated surface of gesso with gold applied accentuates the crown, the
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pattern of the Frieze and the Acanthus Paramount Prongs [Fig. 17]. It was discovered
through conservation that real gemstones once embellished the crown and now appear as
empty spaces where the gemstones once lay. 86 This is significantly different compared to
the other artists’ representations of the crown as their gemstones, while present, are
simply painted on. The original use of real gemstones on the panel adds to the value of
the image, both physically and symbolically, and venerates the Virgin beyond a simple
icon. The use of gilding with real gold leaf also enhances the physical value of the crown.
It has not been discovered which gems specifically were used, however, their presence
alone intensifies the crown’s magnitude.
Common stones depicted in the other crowns are rubies, pearls, and sapphires.
Referencing their symbolic meaning from a previous chapter, it is no surprise that ideals
such as devotion, purity and truth are represented through the crowns. A wonderful
example of the gems used as ornament is in Fig. 18, which is a detail from Monaco’s
work. The crown’s narrow Frieze is adorned with painted ruby, sapphire and pearl gems
in a pattern of oblong sapphires alternating between circular rubies surrounded by four
pearls. The Paramount Prongs are also adorned with the same stones including a
triangular Ruby at the base with a smaller circular Ruby above; three pearls rest on each
lobe of the Club shape. The Subsidiary Prongs are simpler with a small circular sapphire
and three pearls resting on each lobe of the Club. Then the Cap is adorned with pearls,
diamond and circular-shaped sapphires and circular-shaped rubies. The Pearls on the Cap
are grouped in fours and arranged in a cross form. The edges of the Cap are adorned with
small, protruding gold spheres.
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Of the sixteenth century paintings, there is one specific example by Paolo
Naurizio [Fig. 6] which details three different crowns being awarded to Mary by the Holy
Trinity. This painting was mentioned in a previous chapter in relation to scholars Hall
and Urh’s writings on the aureola. These crowns have been determined symbolic of the
three additional, higher rewards reserved for virgins, martyrs, and doctors; however, their
representations are still relevant in the scope of crown analysis for this paper. Formally,
they resemble a much more realistic and modern interpretation of a crown. Their
ornament becomes more intricate and the crowns themselves become more substantial as
they rest closer to the Virgin’s head. Perhaps this means that within the awards there is a
hierarchy, such as the crown symbolizing her virginity is the most important and
therefore is closest to her head, while the others representing her teacher and martyr
status apply with less influence yet are still present. Acknowledging these are not specific
coronation crowns (despite the title of the work to be that of The Coronation) it is an
image noteworthy for the depiction of crowns and their significant presence in relation to
the celebration of Marian iconography.
All of the examples discussed aim to shed a little light on the important inclusion
of crowns within religious art. Utilizing iconography can determine how their physical
values, analyzed through a formal lens, cements the symbolic fact of their existence. This
beloved motif of the Coronation expresses with great certainty how Catholic teachings
are manifested through imagery. Crowns are understood universally to signify the
awarded transfer of power to a ruler, and in the same light, a crown is given to the Virgin
Mary as a symbol of her rule as Queen of Heaven and Earth.
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Conclusion
Throughout history, the incorporation of Marian imagery in Christianity and
specifically within the Catholic dioecies has been a main source of exaltation to the
religious figure. Her relation to the Church found validation through imagery as has been
displayed in countless ways in the body of this work. Focusing mainly on the practices in
Italy and the images which attempted to reflect them, The Virgin represents a character
whose status gains exponential power through art. Mary and her depictions were utilized
as propaganda for the Church and “the more the papacy gained control of the city, the
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more veneration of the mother of the emperor in heaven, by whose right the Church
ruled, increased.”87
Churches were erected in her honor. Statues were commissioned to be exalted.
Practices were encouraged to dedicate Marian prayer in daily rituals. Festivities were
sanctioned around Marian holidays. Paintings commemorated her life and aided in the
stimulation of piety inspired by picture. Images literally became theology. And as the
Virgin was depicted triumphant in divine royalty, “it asserted the orthodoxy of images
themselves, and its content indicated the power of the pope as the ruler of Christian hearts
and minds at a secular level as well as spiritual level.”88 The crown possesses a greater
symbolic meaning than anyone would assume at first glance. In art, many times icons
take on the responsibility of a deeper purpose and the crown is no different. It is a
dedication to the proof of her victorious status of Queen of Heaven and Earth.
What is hopefully clear by the end of the paper is how the crown itself formulates
a transition and manifestation of divine royalty. Its crenelated form is included
intentionally to serve as an iconographic symbol indicative of the earthly understanding
of royalty and how it applies to Mary’s divine status. The work of this thesis dissects the
numerous depictions of crowns in Italian Renaissance religious images of the fourteenth,
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries in order to deduce how this piece of jewelry impacts the
religious status of the Virgin Mary in Coronation scenes. A multitude of approaches
including formal observation, iconography, and theology add substantial evidence to the
examination. Crowns and coronations find their beginning in biblical scripture, fostering
a deep appreciation and validation for their inclusion in imperial life. By the emblem
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representing religious significance in images of the Coronation was applicable to an
individual such as a king or queen, their royal status was believed altered just as the
Virgin’s was interpreted.
This correlation between the semantic versus pictorial, and secular versus
religious expression of a crown intrigued the question of how a painter’s intention to
include it could be proven relevant to a more profound conclusion of purpose. It is
impossible to separate religion from this idea of royalty as it affects the Virgin and vice
versa as it affects a monarch. The duality has been identified through artistic expression,
through textual evidence, through material value, and through repeated devotion to the
Christian ideals. An honor such as the designation to be Queen of Heaven and Earth can
only be manifested by an object of distinguished value and prestige which is undoubtedly
the crown jewel of divinity.

Appendix
1340-45

1375

Bernardo Daddi,
Coronation of the
Virgin,
Tempera on wood,
The National
Gallery, London

1408

Jacopo di Cione,
Coronation of the
Virgin, tempera on
panel,
Philbrook Museum
of Art, Tulsa, OK

1420

1380

Giovanni da
Bologna,
Coronation of the
Virgin, tempera
and gold leaf on
panel, Denver Art
Museum, Denver,
CO

1430-32

1440-41

45

1414

Gentile da
Fabriano,
Coronation of the
Virgin, 1408,
tempera on panel,
Brera Pinacoteca,
Milan, Italy

Gentile da
Fabriano,
Coronation of the
Virgin, 1420,
tempera on panel,
J. Paul Getty
Museum

Fra Angelico,
Coronation of the
Virgin, 1430-32,
wood, Musee de
Louvre

Fra Angelico,
Coronation of the
Virgin, 1440-41,
fresco, Museo di
San Marco,
Florence, Italy

Lorenzo Monaco,
Coronation of the
Virgin, 1414,
tempera on panel,
Galleria degli
Uffizi, Florence,
Italy

1502-04

1501

Lorenzo di Ottavio
Costa, Coronation
of the Virgin, oil
on panel,
Convento di San
Giovanni in
Monte, Bologna,
Italy

1583

Raphael,
Paolo Naurizio,
Coronation of the
The Trinity and the
Virgin, tempera
Virgin with Saint
and oil transferred
Vigilious, Three
to canvas,
Martyrs of the Val
Pinacoteca
di Non, and Other
vaticana, VaticanVernacular of the Crown Saints, Museo
City, Italy
As Defined for This Paper Diocesano, Trent

Circlet: formal base of the crown; a circular bandeau (varying in widths) which rests
around the temple; serves as the “springing point;” can be open or closed depending on
the presence of a Cap
Frieze: the decorative ornament scene across the Circlet; can oftentimes include
gemstones, piercing, goldwork, and engravings
Prong: the point(s) which extend from the springing point - Circlet; on most crowns act
as the multiple apexes which gives the crown its *** shape; takes many decorative forms
Paramount Prong(s): the most prominent and usually tallest Prong; typically in
the center of the profile but can also serve as the endings
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Secondary Prong(s): the smaller Prong(s) alternating or filling in between the
Paramount Prong(s)
Subsidiary Prong(s): supplementary Prong(s), usually the smallest in size, which
may appear between Secondary and/or Paramount Prongs
Triangular: simple and pointed Prong with no further ornamentation
Stopper: pointed Prong with a singular orb atop
Club: geometric shaped Prong with two successive, rounded bulbs underneath a
third, rounded bulb; sometimes the capital bulb is pointed
Spade: geometric shaped Prong with two rounded bottom edges culminating in a
pointed top
Acanthus/Perennial: flower or leaf-shaped Prongs; the most intricate Prong
design; usually multi-tiered or multi-petaled
Cap: the topping of the crown
Cone: one faced and one based Cap with a singular, pointed apex; oriented with
the face down (covering crown of the skull) and apex up
Hexagonal Pyramid: seven (7) faced, twelve (12) edged and one based
Cap; the base is a hexagonal and faces are triangular in shape; oriented
with the base down (covering the crown of the skull) and apex up

Figure Detail Analysis
Figure Detail

Reference

Classification and Meaning
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Bernardo Daddi, Coronation
of the Virgin, 1340-45,
Tempera on wood,
The National Gallery,
London

Jacopo di Cione, Coronation
of the Virgin, 1375, tempera
on panel,
Philbrook Museum of Art,
Tulsa, OK

Form: view from profile; open
Circlet; rising to three (3) Spade
Paramount Prongs and two (2) Club
Secondary Prongs
Ornament: base of gilt; Frieze
adorned with gilt work, colored,
diamond, oval and circle shapes
which can be inferred as gemstones;
alternating pattern with deep purple
and orange stones; the Paramount
and Secondary prongs are also
adorned with gemstones of the same
color, alternating in pattern
Position: placed on head by the
hands of Christ
Gemstones: Amber symbolizing the
Glory of God, judgement upon sin,
endurance; Amethyst symbolizing
stability, peace, balance
Classification: Coronation
Form: view from profile; closed
Circlet; rising to three (3)
ornamented Spade Paramount Prongs
and two (2) Stopper Secondary
Prongs; Hexagonal Pyramid Cap
with a finial at the apex
Ornament: base of gilt; thin Frieze
adorned with gilt work, painted
Ruby, Emerald and Sapphire
gemstones (some difficult to define);
the gemstones lead up the Cap
Position: placed on head by the
hands of Christ
Gemstones: Ruby symbolizing
devotion, courage, integrity;
Emeralds symbolizing loyalty,
faithfulness, chastity and purity;
Sapphire symbolizing truth, sincerity,
and constancy
Classification: Coronation
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Giovanni da Bologna,
Coronation of the Virgin,
1380, tempera and gold leaf
on panel, Denver Art
Museum, Denver, CO

Gentile da Fabriano,
Coronation of the Virgin,
1408, tempera on panel,
Brera Pinacoteca, Milan,
Italy

Form: view from profile; open
Circlet; rising to five (5) Perennial
Paramount Prongs
Ornament: base of gilt; Frieze
adorned with gilt work, piercing,
punching and painted gemstones; the
Perennial Prongs are also ornamented
with gemstones, piercing and
punching; the gemstones are set in
oval shapes and circular shapes
Position: placed on head by the
hands of Christ
Gemstones: Ruby symbolizing
devotion, integrity, and courage;
Sapphire symbolizing truth, sincerity
and constancy; Pearl symbolizing
loyalty, modesty chastity and purity
Classification: Coronation
Form: view from profile; open
Circlet; rising to three (3) Acanthus
shaped Paramount Prongs, two (2)
Acanthus shaped Secondary Prongs,
and four (4) Spade shaped Subsidiary
Prongs
Ornament: base of gilt; a wide
Frieze adorned with gilt work, and
punching; no painted gemstones
visible; elaborate patterned
decoration across the Frieze whose
dimensionality is achieved through
the surface detail gilt work; smaller
punching detail runs along the edges
of the painted crown while larger and
more prominent punching accents
certain design elements; the Prongs
are decorated in similar fashion with
gilt work and punching
Position: placed on head by the
hands of Christ
Gemstones: indefinable
Classification: Coronation
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Lorenzo Monaco,
Coronation of the Virgin,
1414, tempera on panel,
Galleria degli Uffizi,
Florence, Italy

Form: view from profile, however,
the underside and assumption of
three-dimensionality is visible;
closed Circlet; rising to three (3)
Spade shaped Paramount Prongs, two
(2) Club shaped Secondary Prongs
and two (2) Club shaped Subsidiary
Prongs; Hexagonal Pyramid Cap
with small finials along the raised
edges and at the apex
Ornament: base of gilt; narrow
Frieze adorned with gilt work and
painted Ruby, Sapphire and Pearl
gemstones; the gemstones pattern
across the Frieze includes oblong
Sapphires alternating between a
circular Ruby in a gold diamond
setting and four (4) Pearls; all Prongs
are adorned with painted gemstones;
the Paramount Prongs include a
triangular Ruby at the base, a
diamond shaped Sapphire with a
small circular Ruby above, three (3)
Pearls sit at each edge of the Spade
shape; The Secondary Prongs include
a triangular Ruby at the base with a
smaller circular Ruby above, three
(3) Pearls rest on each lobe of the
Club shape; the Subsidiary Prongs
are smaller and simpler with a small
circular Sapphire and three (3) Pearls
resting on each lobe of the Club; the
Cap is adorned with Pearls, diamond
and circular shaped Sapphires and
circular shaped Rubies, the Pearls are
grouped in fours and arranged in a
cross form; the edges of the Cap
faces are adorned with small,
protruding gold spheres
Position: held above by the hands of
Christ
Gemstones: Ruby symbolizing
devotion, integrity, and courage;
Sapphire symbolizing truth, sincerity
and constancy; Pearl symbolizing
loyalty, modesty chastity and purity
Classification: Coronation
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Gentile da Fabriano,
Coronation of the Virgin,
1420, tempera on panel, J.
Paul Getty Museum

Fra Angelico, Coronation of
the Virgin, 1430-32, wood,
Musee de Louvre

Form: view from profile; open
Circlet; rising to four (4) Acanthus
Paramount Prongs, three (3) Stopper
Subsidiary Prongs
Ornament: base of git; wide Frieze
adorned with gilt work, punching, no
painted gemstones visible; elaborate
patterned decoration across the
Frieze whose dimensionality is
achieved through the surface detail
gilt work; based off conservation of
the panel, it was discovered that real
gemstones once embellished the
Frieze and Prongs, now there appear
to be empty spaces where the
gemstones once set; smaller
punching detail runs along the edges
of the Circlet while larger and more
prominent punching accents on the
Frieze; the Prongs are decorated in
similar fashion with gilt work and
punching
Position: placed on head by the
hands of Christ
Gemstones: no specific stones
definable and none distinguished
from conservation efforts
Classification: Coronation
Form: view from profile, however,
the underside and assumption of
three-dimensionality is visible; open
Circlet rising to five (5) Spade
shaped Paramount Prongs, a
multitude of Triangular shaped
Secondary Prongs
Ornament: base of gilt; Frieze
adorned with gilt work and painted
gemstones; colored, oval shapes
which can be inferred as gemstones
in an alternating pattern of purple and
orange stones; Pearls rim the edges
of Frieze; the Spade shaped
Paramount Prongs are set with a
singular circular Ruby and a single
Pearl as a finial; the Triangular
shaped Secondary Prongs are solid
gold topped with a singular Pearl as a
finial
Position: held above by the hands of
Christ
Gemstones: Ruby symbolizing
devotion, integrity, and courage;
Amber symbolizing the Glory of
God, judgement upon sin, endurance;
Amethyst symbolizing stability,
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peace, balance; Pearl symbolizing
loyalty, modesty chastity and purity
Classification: Coronation

Fra Angelico, Coronation of
the Virgin, 1440-41, fresco,
Museo di San Marco,
Florence, Italy

Form: view from profile, however,
the underside and assumption of
three-dimensionality is visible;
closed Circlet rising to three (3)
Spade Shaped Paramount Prongs and
two (2) Triangular shaped Secondary
Prongs; Cone shaped Cap with a gold
sphere finial
Ornament: base of gold pigment on
fresco; the Frieze is adorned with a
horizontal band of Pearls and vertical
column of circular Rubies aligning
with the Prongs; the Spade shaped
Paramount Prongs are adorned with a
singular set with a singular circular
Ruby and a single Pearl as a finial;
the Triangular shaped Secondary
Prongs are solid gold topped with a
singular Pearl as a finial; the Cap is
simple and unadorned apart from the
gold sphere at the apex
Position: held above by the hands of
Christ
Gemstones: Ruby symbolizing
devotion, integrity, and courage;
Pearl symbolizing loyalty, modesty
chastity and purity
Classification: Coronation
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Lorenzo di Ottavio Costa,
Coronation of the Virgin,
1501, oil on panel, Convento
di San Giovanni in Monte,
Bologna, Italy

Raphael, Coronation of the
Virgin, 1502-4 tempera and
oil transferred to canvas,
Pinacoteca vaticana, Vatican
City, Italy

Form: view from profile, however,
the underside and assumption of
three-dimensionality is visible; open
Circlet rising to three (3) Stopper
shaped Paramount Prongs and two
(2) Stopper shaped Secondary Prongs
Ornament: base of gold oil paint on
panel; narrow Frieze painted without
elaborate ornament or gemstones; all
Prongs are simple and understated,
chased and adorned with singular
gold spheres as finials; thin gold
strings loop around the crown and
angel’s hands which hold the crown
above
Position: held above by two angels
Gemstones: indefinable
Classification: Aureola, Coronation
Form: view from profile, however,
the underside and assumption of
three-dimensionality is visible; open
Circlet rising to three (3) Club
shaped Paramount Prongs, three (3)
Stopper shaped Secondary Prongs,
and six (6) Stopper shaped
Subsidiary Prongs
Ornament: base of gold oil paint on
canvas; narrow Frieze adorned with
alternating oval shaped rubies and
emeralds; Club shaped Paramount
Prongs are chased and adorned with
circular set Rubies in the center
alternating with large Pearls, small
gold spheres sit on the edge of each
bulb; Stopper shaped Secondary
Prongs adorned with oval shaped
Emeralds as stoppers and small gold
spheres around the edges
Position: held above by the hands of
Christ
Gemstones: Ruby symbolizing
devotion, integrity, and courage;
Pearl symbolizing loyalty, modesty
chastity and purity; Emeralds
symbolizing loyalty, faithfulness,
chastity and purity
Classification: Coronation
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Paolo Naurizio, The Trinity
and the Virgin with Saint
Vigilious, Three Martyrs of
the Val di Non, and Other
Saints, 1583, Museo
Diocesano, Trent

Form (Bottom): view from profile;
open Circlet rising to three (3)
Acanthus shaped Paramount Prongs
and two (2) Acanthus shaped
Secondary Prongs
Form (Middle): view from profile;
open Circlet rising to five (5)
Paramount Prongs
Form (Top): view from profile;
open Circlet rising to eight (8)
Triangular shaped Paramount Prongs
Ornament: base of gold; all Friezes
are adorned with gold work and
painted piercing in what seems to be
elaborate patterns; there are no
painted gemstones visible; the
crowns’ decoration simplifies from
the bottom to the top; the grandest of
the crowns rests closest to the head
Position: crowns presented by the
Trinity; bottom crown held above by
the hand of Christ; middle crown
held above by the hand of God the
Father; top crown held above by the
Holy Spirit
Gemstones: indefinable
Classification: Aureola, Coronation
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Figure Catalogue

Fig. 1. Crown of the Virgin of the Immaculate Conception, known as the Crown of the
Andes, ca. 1660 (diadem) and ca. 1770 (arches), Colombian, Popayán, Gold, repoussé
and chased; emeralds; 34.3 cm., body diameter: 33.7 cm., The Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York, Purchase, Lila Acheson Wallace Gift, Acquisitions Fund and Mary
Trumbull Adams Fund, 2015, accessed on October 5, 2020,
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/21698?searchField=All&amp;showOn
ly=openAccess&amp;ft=crown+of+the+andes&amp;offset=0&amp;rpp=20&amp;pos=1.
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Fig. 2. Gentile da Fabriano, Coronation of the Virgin, circa 1420, tempera and gold leaf
on panel, 93 x 64.1 cm., The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, California, accessed
via ArtSTOR May 12, 2020, https://library-artstororg.ezproxy.sothebysinstitute.com/#/asset/GETTY_GGMP_1031171761;prevRouteTS=1
607278661425.
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Fig. 3. The Crown of the Virgin of the Immaculate Conception as centerpiece at The
Great Lakes Exposition, 1937, photograph, accessed from The Metropolitan Museum of
Art, MetCollects – Episode 2 / 2016: The Crown of the Andes, “’Where are the
boundaries of American Art?’ On the Crown of the Andes,” January 7, 2016, video,
05:05, accessed October 5, 2020,
https://www.metmuseum.org/metmedia/video/metcollects/crown-of-the-andes.

Fig. 4. Ancient Coin of Antiochos IV Epiphanes, Seleukid Kingdom, 175-164 BC,
accessed via ArtSTOR November 30,2020.
https://www.wildwinds.com/coins/greece/seleucia/antiochos_IV/i.html
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Fig. 5. The Iron Crown of Lombardy, circa sixth century, photograph accessed from
Getty Images December 6, 2020, https://www.gettyimages.com/photos/iron-crown-oflombardy?phrase=iron%20crown%20of%20lombardy&sort=mostpopular.
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Fig. 6. Maria Regina and Angel, 8th Century, fresco, Santa Maria Antiqua, Rome
presbytery wall, Rome, Italy, accessed via ArtSTOR December 4, 2020, https://libraryartstororg.ezproxy.sothebysinstitute.com/#/asset/ARTSTOR_103_41822000577906;prevRoute
TS=1607275592251.
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Fig. 7. Paulo Naurizio, The Trinity and the Virgin with Saint Vigilious, Three Martyrs of
the Val di Non, and Other Saints, 1583, oil on canvas, 204 x 150.5 cm, Museo
Diocesano, Trent, accessed from the Museo Diocesano Tridentino website November 3,
2020, https://www.museodiocesanotridentino.it/articoli/paolo-naurizio.
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Fig. 8. Bernardo Daddi, Coronation of the Virgin, 1340-45, tempera on wood, 111.7 x
75.5 cm., The National Gallery, London, accessed via ArtSTOR October 8, 2020,
https://library-artstororg.ezproxy.sothebysinstitute.com/#/asset/ANGLIG_10313767461;prevRouteTS=16073
17734796.
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Fig. 9. Jacopo di Cione, Coronation of the Virgin, 1375, tempera on panel, 87.3 x 55.9
cm., Philbrook Museum of Art, Tulsa, Oklahoma, accessed via ArtSTOR October 8,
2020, https://library-artstororg.ezproxy.sothebysinstitute.com/#/asset/AKRESS_10310356797;prevRouteTS=16073
17995988.
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Fig. 10. Giovanni da Bologna, Coronation of the Virgin, 1380, tempera and gold leaf on
panel, 112 x 61.2 cm., Denver Art Museum, Denver, Colorado, accessed via ArtSTOR
October 8, 2020, https://library-artstororg.ezproxy.sothebysinstitute.com/#/asset/AKRESS_10312336752;prevRouteTS=16073
18125280.
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Fig. 11. Gentile da Fabriano, Coronation of the Virgin, 1410, tempera on panel,
coronation: 158 x 79 cm., Brera Pinacoteca, Milan, Italy, accessed via ArtSTOR October
8, 2020, https://library-artstororg.ezproxy.sothebysinstitute.com/#/asset/SCALA_ARCHIVES_1039779477;prevRoute
TS=1607318273307.
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Fig. 12. Lorenzo Monaco, Coronation of the Virgin, 1414, tempera on panel, 506 x 447.5
cm., Galleria degli Uffizi, Florence, Italy, accessed via ArtSTOR October 8, 2020,
https://library-artstororg.ezproxy.sothebysinstitute.com/#/asset/SCALA_ARCHIVES_1039779802;prevRoute
TS=1607318487226.
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Fig. 12. Fra Angelico, Coronation of the Virgin, 1430-32, wood, 2.09 x 2.06 m., Musee
de Louvre, accessed via ArtSTOR October 8, 2020, https://library-artstororg.ezproxy.sothebysinstitute.com/#/asset/LESSING_ART_10310483980;prevRouteTS=
1607318626688.
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Fig. 13. Fra Angelico, Coronation of the Virgin, 1440-41, fresco, 184 x 164 cm., Museo
di San Marco, Florence, Italy, accessed via ArtSTOR October 8, 2020, https://libraryartstororg.ezproxy.sothebysinstitute.com/#/asset/SCALA_ARCHIVES_1039614934;prevRoute
TS=1607318709541.
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Fig. 14. Lorenzo di Ottavio Costa, Coronation of the Virgin, 1501, oil on panel, 283 x
165 cm., Convento di San Giovanni in Monte, Bologna, Italy, accessed via ArtSTOR
October 8 2020, https://library-artstororg.ezproxy.sothebysinstitute.com/#/asset/SCALA_ARCHIVES_1039488394;prevRoute
TS=1607318849775.
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Fig. 16. Raphael, Coronation of the Virgin, 1502-4 tempera and oil transferred to canvas,
272 x 165 cm., Pinacoteca vaticana, Vatican City, Italy, accessed via ArtSTOR October
8, 2020, https://library-artstororg.ezproxy.sothebysinstitute.com/#/asset/SCALA_ARCHIVES_1039488686;prevRoute
TS=1607318929050.
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Fig. 17. Gentile da Fabriano, Detail of Coronation of the Virgin, circa 1420, tempera and
gold leaf on panel, 93 x 64.1 cm., The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, California,
accessed via ArtSTOR May 12, 2020, https://library-artstororg.ezproxy.sothebysinstitute.com/#/asset/GETTY_GGMP_1031171761;prevRouteTS=1
607278661425.
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Fig. 18. Lorenzo Monaco, Detail of Coronation of the Virgin, 1414, tempera on panel,
506 x 447.5 cm., Galleria degli Uffizi, Florence, Italy, accessed via ArtSTOR October 8,
2020, https://library-artstororg.ezproxy.sothebysinstitute.com/#/asset/SCALA_ARCHIVES_1039779802;prevRoute
TS=1607318487226.
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